Photography has a complex relationship with the moving image. Unlike cinema, the photograph functions as a fragment lifted from a continuum. Accordingly, each element a photograph contains hints at a narrative that is ultimately—inevitably—unresolved. Rejecting the ‘snapshot’ in favour of work that is meticulously staged, Greta Anderson, James K. Lowe and Roberta Thornley embrace the tension between photograph and film still, operating in a grey area where stories are built in single frames.

And built is a key term here, for the photographs in this issue are carefully conceived and fabricated. Take James K. Lowe for instance, who describes himself as a maker, not taker, of images. Riffing on the work of Gregory Crewdson and Philip-Lorca diCorcia, Lowe sets his scenes within the urban landscape. These environments serve as stage sets upon which intense psychodramas unfold. Lowe keenly examines the intrincacies of human interaction and emotion; his figures often appear lost in thought. This is the case with the female character who carries a small boy in Home (2010). Nuzzled in the safety of his bearer’s neck, the child’s gaze meets our own, his stare amplified by the retro boy painting propped up on the deck behind him. It is this exchange that captivates the viewer and implicates us in Lowe’s mysterious narrative.

For Greta Anderson, it is not human exchanges, but the surroundings in which her figures appear that are important. Often her subjects, complement (or even compete with) the environments they occupy. In Film Stills – Part-time (1998) a woman clad in a white swimsuit crouches beneath a waterfall, her pale skin enlivened by the white spray of water falling behind her. In Film Stills – Part-time 2 (1998), a shirtless man hovers above speckled paving interrupted by a curious protrusion of conifer. Nature always seems to find a way in. Anderson’s landscapes are key to our understanding of the images. Rather than simply providing a backdrop, these exquisite surroundings have a force of their own. Witness images. Rather than simply providing a backdrop, these exquisite compositions reveal themselves. Even in peopled scenes the objects Thornley selects retain their power. A lurid red fly-swat (in Forest 2008) and flaccid netting (in Net 2007) operate as clues that hint at a wider narrative.

The artists featured here reveal the power of the photo-story. Unlike cinema, their work is not confined by a set duration. As viewers, we have the ability to explore these photographs at our own pace, and in doing so, actively participate in the construction of meaning.

Serena Bentley
Hippurbis #6, September 2010.
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